START OF IW TIME: ____________

**IS THE RESPONDENT WILLING/ABLE TO DO THE INTERVIEW?**

CHOOSING "YES" WILL CONTINUE THE INTERVIEW
CHOOSING "NO" WILL TAKE YOU BACK TO CSMS

*IF THIS IS A NEW SPOUSE/PARTNER THAT YOU ARE TRYING TO INTERVIEW AS
  THE FIRST R IN A COUPLE: YOU MUST INTERVIEW THE RECONTACT R FIRST, SO
  CHOOSE "NO" AND GO BACK TO CSMS.*

INAP.................................0
YES..................................1
NO...................................5

**ASSIGN:**

WHICH HH
PRELOAD MAR STAT
WHICH SP IS IN THE HH
NEXT OPEN SPOT FOR A SPOUSE
SP OF R GENDER
PROXY IW FLAG
R GENDER
IWER ID

**ASSIGN** R W1 FAM/FIN

NOT INTERVIEWED.........................0
FINANCIAL R..............................1
FAMILY R.................................2
FINANCIAL & FAMILY R....................3
NON-FINANCIAL & NON-FAMILY R.........4

**ASSIGN** SP W1 FAM/FIN

NOT INTERVIEWED.........................0
FINANCIAL R..............................1
FAMILY R.................................2
FINANCIAL & FAMILY R....................3
NON-FINANCIAL & NON-FAMILY R.........4

**SCREEN 0 (CORRECT R)**

IWER: YOU SHOULD BE INTERVIEWING [FILL=R'S NAME], OR DOING A PROXY
       FOR (HIM/HER).
       SUSPEND THIS CASE IF YOU HAVE THE WRONG R AND RESELECT THE CORRECT
       LINE.

INAP.................................0
CORRECT R - GO ON....................1

**BRANCHPOINT:** IF THIS IS (DK OR RF OR OUT;C), YOU MUST ANSWER THIS. GO
       BACK AND RE-ASK.
CS1. IWER: IS [FILL=R'S NAME] LIVING?

   INAP.................................0 ØCS1
   YES.................................1
   NO -- GO BACK TO CMS AND
   CHOOSE "EXIT IW".................5 ØCS1

CS1a. IWER: DESIGNATE TYPE OF INTERVIEW:

   INAP.................................0 ØCS1a
   SELF.................................1
   PROXY, SPOUSE IS REPORTER........2
   PROXY, NON-SPOUSE IS REPORTER....3

   BRANCHPOINT: IF CS1a IS "SELF" OR (PRELOADED) PREVIOUS-WAVE TYPE OF
   INTERVIEW IS "SELF", GO TO ASSIGNED VARIABLE BEFORE CS.

CS1b. PREVIOUS-WAVE PROXY WAS (FILL=NAME OF PREVIOUS-WAVE PROXY REPORTER]

   THIS WAVE PROXY IS:

   INAP.................................0
   SAME PERSON AS IN WAVE 1...........1
   DIFFERENT/NEW PERSON.............2

   ASSIGN: WHETHER 1ST R VS. 2ND R

CS. IWER: DESIGNATE INSTRUMENT

   SELF -- ENGLISH.....................0
   SELF -- SPANISH....................1
   PROXY -- ENGLISH...................2
   PROXY -- SPANISH...................3

CS2 INTRO.

   [As you know, this study is interested in learning about
   important aspects of people’s lives such as their health,
   financial and family situations. (IF THIS IS A REINTERVIEW:
   To do so, we are re-interviewing people such as yourself who
   participated in the study last time.)]

   This interview is completely confidential and voluntary. If
   we should come to any question you don’t want to answer, just
   let me know and we will go on to the next question.

   (This interview will be tape recorded so that my supervisor
   can evaluate my performance.)

   BRANCHPOINT: IF THIS IS A 2ND R, GO TO CS11.

CS3. First we need to update our records. As of PREVIOUS-WAVE INTERVIEW
    DATE, when we talked with you, they show that you,
    [FILL FROM PRIOR-WAVE MARITAL STATUS=were married/were living with a
    partner as if married/were not married or living with a partner].

   BRANCHPOINT: IF PREVIOUS-WAVE MARITAL STATUS SHOWS NO SPOUSE/PARTNER, GO
   TO CS9.
CS4. Is [FILL=PREVIOUS-WAVE SPOUSE/PARTNER'S NAME] still your 
(HUSBAND/WIFE/PARTNER)?

INAP.................................0
YES, AND SP/PARTNER IS LIVING........1 ØCS11
THAT PARTNER IS NOW R'S SPOUSE.......3 ØCS11
NO...................................5
DK...................................8
RF...................................9

BRANCHPOINT: IF CS4 IS (DK OR RF OR OUT;C), YOU MUST ANSWER THIS. GO BACK 
TO CS4.

CS5. (Is [FILL=PREVIOUS-WAVE SPOUSE/PARTNER'S NAME] still alive?)

INAP.................................0
YES..................................1
NO...................................5

BRANCHPOINT: IF CS5 IS (DK OR RF OR OUT;C), YOU MUST ANSWER THIS. GO BACK 
TO CS5.

CS6. IF SPOUSE/PARTNER IS ALIVE: In what month and year did you stop 
living together? 

OTHERWISE: In what month and year did (he/she) die? 

MONTH:

INAP.................................0
JAN..................................1
FEB..................................2
MAR..................................3
APR..................................4
MAY..................................5
JUN..................................6
JUL..................................7
AUG..................................8
SEP..................................9
OCT................................10
NOV................................11
DEC................................12
DK..................................98
RF..................................99

YEAR:

BLANK INAP
1900-1996 YEAR
9998 DK
9999 RF

CS7. Are you married (to someone else)?

INAP.................................0
YES..................................1 ØCS11
NO...................................5
CS8. Are you living with (a/another) partner as if married?

   INAP.................................0
   YES..................................1
   NO...................................5

BRANCHPOINT: IF PREVIOUS-WAVE MARITAL STATUS SHOWS A SPOUSE/PARTNER, GO TO CS11.

CS9. Are you now married?

   INAP.................................0
   YES..................................1 ØCS11
   NO...................................5

CS10. Are you living with a partner as if married?

   INAP.................................0
   YES..................................1
   NO...................................5

CS11. IF 1ST R:
   IWER: ASK IF NECESSARY: (Are you living in a nursing home or other health care facility?)

   OTHERWISE:
   IWER: IS R LIVING IN A NURSING HOME OR OTHER HEALTH CARE FACILITY?

   DEF: A NURSING HOME OR OTHER HEALTH FACILITY PROVIDES ALL OF THE FOLLOWING SERVICES FOR ITS RESIDENTS: DISPENSING OF MEDICATION, 24-HOUR NURSING ASSISTANCE AND SUPERVISION, PERSONAL ASSISTANCE, AND ROOM & MEALS.

   INAP.................................0
   YES..................................1
   NO...................................5

BRANCHPOINT:
1. IF 2ND R, GO TO ASSIGNED VARIABLES BEFORE CS15a.
2. IF CS4 IS "NO" AND CS7 IS "NO" AND CS8 IS "NO", GO TO ASSIGNED VARIABLES BEFORE CS15a.
3. IF CS9 IS "NO" AND CS10 IS "NO", GO TO ASSIGNED VARIABLES BEFORE CS15a.

CS12. Are you and your (new) (husband/wife/partner) living IF IN NURSING HOME: in the same (nursing home/health care facility)?

   OTHERWISE: together?

   IWER: THIS QUESTION IS TO TELL WHETHER R'S SPOUSE/PARTNER IS ALSO LIVING IN THE DWELLING OR INSTITUTION WHERE R LIVES.

   INAP.................................0
   YES..................................1
   NO...................................5
BRANCHPOINT: IF CS12 IS "YES", GO TO CS15.
CS14. In what month and year did you stop living together?

MONTH:

INAP................................. .0
JAN................................. .1
FEB................................. .2
MAR................................. .3
APR................................. .4
MAY................................. .5
JUN................................. .6
JUL................................. .7
AUG................................. .8
SEP................................. .9
OCT.................................10
NOV.................................11
DEC.................................12
DK................................. 98
RF................................. 99

YEAR:

BLANK INAP
1900-1996 YEAR
9998 DK
9999 RF

CS13. Is your (new) (husband/wife/partner) living in a nursing home or other health care facility?

DEF: A NURSING HOME PROVIDES ALL OF THE FOLLOWING SERVICES FOR ITS RESIDENTS: DISPENSING OF MEDICATION, 24-HOUR NURSING ASSISTANCE AND SUPERVISION, PERSONAL ASSISTANCE, AND ROOM & MEALS.

INAP................................. .0
YES................................. .1
NO................................. .5

BRANCHPOINT: IF CS12(NOT YES) OR (CS7(NOT YES) AND CS9(NOT YES) AND CS8(NOT YES) AND CS10(NOT YES)), GO TO ASSIGNED VARIABLES BEFORE CS15a.

CS15. In what month and year did you and your (new) (husband/wife/partner) start living together?

MONTH:

INAP................................. .0
JAN................................. .1
FEB................................. .2
MAR................................. .3
APR................................. .4
MAY................................. .5
JUN................................. .6
JUL................................. .7
AUG................................. .8
SEP................................. .9
OCT.................................10
NOV.................................11
DEC.................................12
DK................................. 98
RF................................. 99
YEAR:

BLANK   INAP
1900-1996 YEAR
9998     DK
9999     RF

ASSIGN: PRELOAD IF 1ST R IN NURSING HOME

BRANCHPOINT:

1. IF 2ND R, GO TO ASSIGNED VARIABLES BEFORE CS16.
2. IF CS4 (NOT 1 OR 3) AND CS7 (NOT 1) AND CS9 (NOT 1), GO TO ASSIGNED VARIABLES BEFORE CS16.
3. IF CS12 "YES", GO TO ASSIGNED VARIABLES BEFORE CS16.

CS15a. Would you say you are married, or are you separated?

INAP.................................0
MARRIED..............................1
SEPARATED............................2

ASSIGN: MARRIAGE STATUS

UNKNOWN..............................0
MARRIED..............................1
MARRIED SP ABSENT (IN INSTITUTION)...............2
PARTNERED.............................3
DIVORCED/SEPARATED....................4
WIDOWED...............................5
NEVER MARRIED........................6
MARRIED SP ABSENT (NOT IN INSTITUTION)...........7
ASSIGN (WITH 2ND R SKIPPED PAST SOME ASSIGNED VARIABLES):

NEW SP COUPLENESS
CURRENT SP
RS ON THE R GRID
R ALIVE
SP ALIVE
NEW SP
ASSIGN NEW SP
R HH#
SP HH#
NEW SP HH#
RTR R
RTR SP
RTR NEW SP
UPDATE NEW
SEX OF NEW SPOUSE

BRANCHPOINT: IF 2ND R, GO TO ASSIGNED VARIABLES BEFORE CS25.
CS16. R ROSTER.

This grid is filled in from information in the preload about R and R's previous-wave spouse/partner and in CS1, CS4-CS15a.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A. ID#</th>
<th>B. FIRST NAME</th>
<th>C. LAST NAME</th>
<th>D. SEX</th>
<th>E. YEAR BORN</th>
<th>F. REL TO R</th>
<th>G. LIVING?</th>
<th>H. HH #</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CODES</td>
<td>1. MALE</td>
<td>2. FEMALE</td>
<td>19..</td>
<td><em>(SEE BELOW)</em></td>
<td>1. YES</td>
<td>5. NO</td>
<td>1. 1ST HH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. 2ND HH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*CODE FOR RELATIONSHIP TO R:

0. INAP
1. SELF
2. HUSBAND
3. WIFE
4. PARTNER
5. EX-HUSBAND
6. EX-WIFE
7. EX-PARTNER
8. LATE HUSBAND
9. LATE WIFE
10. LATE PARTNER

Interviewer: Verify spelling of first and last name and sex. If necessary, use "year born" to clarify identity of R and spouse/partner. Please check that relation to R and whether living are correct.

If R has a new sp/partner, fill in his/her name and sex in the grid after asking: What is the name of your new (husband/wife/partner)?

When finished, press F10 to select continue/grid incorrect

INAP.................................0
CONTINUE.............................1
GRID INCORRECT.......................5 ØCS1

CS17 R ROSTER CONFIRM.

IWER: Press 1 to confirm R grid is finished. You will not be able to amend it after this point.

INAP.................................0
RESPONDENT GRID COMPLETED...........1
RESPONDENT GRID NOT COMPLETED.......5 ØCS16

R ROSTER.

IWER:

The R roster has been recorded, you cannot go back to it.

Press enter to continue.
ASSIGN:

NEW SP W1 INTERVIEW
   NEW SP ......................... 0
   REINTERVIEW .................. 1
   REFUSED SP ................... 5

OLD SP FIRST NAME

OLD SP LAST NAME

OLD SP BIRTH YEAR

OLD SP SEX
   INAP ................................ 0
   MALE ................................ 1
   FEMALE .............................. 2

OLD SP MARITAL STAT
   INAP ................................ 0
   MARRIED ............................ 1
   MARRIED SP ABSENT ................. 2
   LIVING WITH PARTNER .............. 3
   DIVORCED/SEPARATED ............... 4
   WIDOWED ............................ 5
   NEVER MARRIED .................... 6
   DIED ................................ 7

NEW SP FAM/NON V105
   INAP ................................ 0
   FAMILY ............................. 1
   NON-FAMILY ........................ 2
   ONLY R ............................ 3

OLD SP FIN/NON V106
   INAP ................................ 0
   FINANCIAL R ....................... 2
   NON FINANCIAL R ................... 3

OLD SP WHICH HH
   INAP ................................ 0
   HOUSEHOLD 1 ....................... 1
   HOUSEHOLD 2 ....................... 2

OLD SP WHICH IW
   INAP ................................ 0
   FIRST IW ........................... 1
   SECOND IW .......................... 2

EDIT W1 SEX

EDIT W1 FAM

EDIT W1 FIN
ASSIGN R FAMILY/FINANCIAL TYPE:

- PREVIOUS-WAVE VALUE IF R HAS SAME SPOUSE/PARTNER OR STILL HAS NO SPOUSE/PARTNER.
- FINANCIAL AND FAMILY R IF R HAS LOST PREVIOUS-WAVE SPOUSE/PARTNER TO DIVORCE, SEPARATION, OR WIDOWHOOD, OR IF R HAS A NEW SPOUSE.

INAP.................................0
FINANCIAL R..........................1
FAMILY R..............................2
FINANCIAL & FAMILY R...............3
NON-FINANCIAL & NON-FAMILY R.....4

ASSIGN R'S SPOUSE/PARTNER'S FAMILY/FINANCIAL TYPE

- PREVIOUS-WAVE VALUE IF R HAS SAME SPOUSE/PARTNER
- NON-FINANCIAL/NON-FAMILY R IF R HAS NEW SPOUSE/PARTNER
- 0 OTHERWISE

INAP.................................0
FINANCIAL R..........................1
FAMILY R..............................2
FINANCIAL & FAMILY R...............3
NON-FINANCIAL & NON-FAMILY R.....4

CS20.


IF R HAS SAME SPOUSE/PARTNER AS IN PREVIOUS WAVE: IN PREVIOUS WAVE IW, [FILL=R'S SPOUSE/PARTNER'S NAME] WAS THE [FILL=PREVIOUS WAVE VALUE ON FINANCIAL R/FAMILY R/FINANCIAL & FAMILY R/NON-FINANCIAL & NON-FAMILY R]

IF R HAS SPOUSE/PARTNER IN THIS WAVE IW, [FILL=R'S SPOUSE/PARTNER'S NAME] IS THE [ASSIGNED R'S SPOUSE/PARTNER'S FAMILY/FINANCIAL TYPE: FILL=FINANCIAL R/FAMILY R/FINANCIAL & FAMILY R/NON-FINANCIAL & NON-FAMILY R]

IWER: DO YOU NEED TO CHANGE THIS ASSIGNMENT?

INAP.................................0 ØCS25 (AFTER SOME ASSIGNMENTS)
YES, CHANGE ASSIGNMENTS..........1
NO, LEAVE ASSIGNMENT AS STATED....5 ØCS25 (AFTER SOME ASSIGNMENTS)
DK...................................8 ØCS25 (AFTER SOME ASSIGNMENTS)
RF...................................9 ØCS25 (AFTER SOME ASSIGNMENTS)
CS20a. WHY ARE YOU CHANGING THIS ASSIGNMENT?

ASSIGNED CHOICES: [FILL=R'S NAME] AS [FILL=R FAMILY/FINANCIAL TYPE]

IF CURRENT SPOUSE (N0):

[FILL=R'S SPOUSE/PARTNER'S NAME] AS [FILL=R'S SPOUSE/PARTNER'S FAMILY/FINANCIAL TYPE]

CS21. INTERVIEW [FILL=R'S NAME] AS:

INAP.................................0
FINANCIAL R..........................1
FAMILY R.............................2
FINANCIAL & FAMILY R...............3
NON-FINANCIAL & NON-FAMILY R......4

PRESS F3 TO CHANGE R TYPE SELECTION

CS22. IF R HAS SPOUSE/PARTNER:

INTERVIEW [FILL=R'S SPOUSE/PARTNER'S NAME] AS:

IF R HAS NO SPOUSE/PARTNER: NO SPOUSE -- IS ASSIGNED

INAP.................................0
FINANCIAL R..........................1
FAMILY R.............................2
FINANCIAL & FAMILY R...............3
NON-FINANCIAL & NON-FAMILY R......4

PRESS F3 TO CHANGE R TYPE SELECTION

ASSIGN:

R FAM VALUE
R FIN VALUE
SP FAM VALUE
SP FIN VALUE
W1 INTERVIEW
    NEW SP...............................0
    REINTERVIEW........................1
    REFUSED SP..........................5

R FIRST NAME
R LAST NAME
R BIRTH YEAR
R SEX
    INAP..................................0
    MALE.................................1
    FEMALE..............................2
R MARITAL STAT
INAP.................................0
MARRIED..............................1
MARRIED SP ABSENT....................2
LIVING WITH PARTNER...............3
DIVORCED/SEPARATED...............4
WIDOWED..............................5
NEVER MARRIED........................6
DIED.................................7

R FAM/NON V105
INAP.................................0
FAMILY...............................1
NON-FAMILY...........................2
ONLY R...............................3

R FIN/NON V106
INAP.................................0
FINANCIAL R..........................2
NON FINANCIAL R......................3

Rs ORIGINAL SP/PARTNER LIVING
NO SPOUSE............................0
SPOUSE LIVING........................1
SPOUSE DEAD..........................5

R SPOUSE NAME

SP BIRTH YEAR

SP GENDER
MALE..................................1
FEMALE...............................2

IDFM OR IDNFM FLAG

CS CUR DAY TEXT
SUN..................................1
MON..................................2
TUE..................................3
WED..................................4
THU..................................5
FRI..................................6
SAT..................................7

CUR MONTH TEXT - USE 1/12
INAP................................00
JAN..................................01
FEB..................................02
MAR..................................03
APR..................................04
MAY..................................05
JUN..................................06
JUL..................................07
AUG..................................08
SEP..................................09
OCT..................................10
NOV..................................11
DEC..................................12

CUR DAY 1-31

CUR YEAR YYYY

TIME HHMMSS TEMP

TIME HHMMSS PERM
BRANCHPOINT: IF CS11 NOT "YES", GO TO CS27.

CS25. In what month and year did you move to the (nursing home/health care facility) where you are now living?

MONTH:

INAP.................................0
JAN..................................1
FEB..................................2
MAR..................................3
APR..................................4
MAY..................................5
JUN..................................6
JUL..................................7
AUG..................................8
SEP..................................9
OCT.................................10
NOV.................................11
DEC.................................12
DK..................................98
RF..................................99

YEAR:

BLANK INAP
1993-1996 YEAR
9998 DK
9999 RF

CS25b. In what city and state is the (nursing home/health care facility) where you are living?
branchpoint: !!if interviewed before 6/25/96: if r is not the financial r and this is the second r, go to assigned variable before cs36.

!!if interviewed on or after 6/25/96: if this is the second r, go to assigned variable before cs36.

cs26. do you still own or rent a (house or apartment/house/apartment) outside the facility where you are living?

inap.................................0
yes.................................1
no.................................5

branchpoint: if cs26(no or dk or rf), go to assigned variable before cs36.

cs27. next are some questions about changes in your housing location since we last talked with you.

our records show that in previous-wave interview date, your (house or apartment/house/apartment)/one of your (houses or apartments/houses/apartments) was in (previous-wave 1st addr city), (previous-wave 1st addr state).

if in nursing home:
do you still have the same (house or apartment/house/apartment) in (previous-wave 1st addr city)?

otherwise:
are you still living, all year or part of the year, in that same (house or apartment/house/apartment) in (previous-wave 1st addr city)?

inap.................................0
yes.................................1 0cs30
no.................................5

branchpoint: if cs28(not no), go to cs30.

cs28. if in nursing home:

is your (house or apartment/house/apartment) still in or around (previous-wave 1st addr city)?

otherwise:
do you still live, all year or part of the year in a (house or apartment/house/apartment), in or around (previous-wave 1st addr city)?

inap.................................0
yes.................................1
no.................................5
CS29. How many years did you live around (PREVIOUS-WAVE 1ST ADDR CITY)?

IF LESS THAN ONE YEAR, USE 1

BLANK   INAP
1-96     NUMBER OF YEARS
98       DK
99       RF

BRANCHPOINT: IF R HAS NO PREVIOUS-WAVE SECOND RESIDENCE, GO TO CS33.

CS30. Our records also show that in PREVIOUS-WAVE INTERVIEW DATE you had another (house or apartment/house/apartment), one in (PREVIOUS-WAVE 2ND ADDR CITY) (PREVIOUS-WAVE 2ND ADDR STATE).

IF R IN NURSING HOME:
Do you still have the same (house or apartment/house/apartment) in (PREVIOUS-WAVE 2ND ADDR CITY)?

OTHERWISE:
Are you still living, all year or part of the year, in that same (house or apartment/house/apartment) in (PREVIOUS-WAVE 2ND ADDR CITY)?

INAP.................................0
YES.................................1 ØCS33
NO.................................5

BRANCHPOINT: IF CS31(NOT NO), GO TO CS33.

CS31. IF R IN NURSING HOME:
Do you still have a home in or around (PREVIOUS-WAVE 2ND ADDR CITY)?

OTHERWISE:
Do you still live, all year or part of the year in a (house or apartment/house/apartment), in or around (PREVIOUS-WAVE 2ND ADDR CITY)?

INAP.................................0
YES.................................1
NO.................................5

BRANCHPOINT: IF CS31(NOT NO), GO TO CS33.

CS32. How many years did you live around (PREVIOUS-WAVE 2ND ADDR CITY)?

IF LESS THAN ONE YEAR, USE 1

BLANK   INAP
1-96     NUMBER OF YEARS
98       DK
99       RF

BRANCHPOINT: IF CS26 "YES" OR CS27 "YES" OR CS30 "YES" OR CS31 "YES", GO TO CS34.

CS33. In what city and state is your (house or apartment/house/apartment) currently located?
CS34. Do you have any other house or apartment where you live for 2 or more months of the year?

IF R REPORTS MORE THAN ONE ADDITIONAL RESIDENCE, ASK ABOUT THE ONE THEY USE MOST.

INAP...........................................0
YES...........................................1
NO...........................................5

BRANCHPOINT: IF CS34 (NOT YES), GO TO CS35a.

CS35. In what city and state is your other residence located?

ASSIGN 1 OR 2 RESIDENCES

- TWO RESIDENCES IF (CS26 "YES" OR CS27 "YES") AND (CS30 "YES" OR CS31 "YES")
- ONE RESIDENCE IF CS34 "YES"
- ONE RESIDENCE OTHERWISE
- SECOND R IS ASSIGNED VALUE FROM FIRST R

ONE RESIDENCE..........................1
TWO RESIDENCES.......................2

BRANCHPOINT:
1. IF THIS IS 2ND R, GO TO ASSIGNED VARIABLES BEFORE CS39.
2. IF ASSIGNED 1 RESIDENCE, GO TO ASSIGNED VARIABLES BEFORE CS39.
CS36. Which is your main residence, your home in

IF CS27 "YES" OR CS28 "YES":
(PREVIOUS-WAVE 1ST ADDR CITY)

IF CS30 "YES" OR CS31 "YES":
(PREVIOUS-WAVE 2ND ADDR CITY)

ELSE:
ANSWER GIVEN IN CS33

or the one in

IF (CS30 "YES" OR CS31 "YES") AND (CS27 "YES" OR CS28 "YES"):
(PREVIOUS-WAVE 2ND ADDR CITY)

ELSE:
ANSWER GIVEN IN CS35.

DEF: MAIN RESIDENCE, ONE WHERE R SPENDS THE MOST TIME (MTY)

INAP......................................0
HOME IN (1ST ADDR CITY).............1
HOME IN (CITY GIVEN IN CS33).......2 ØCS36b
HOME IN (2ND ADDR CITY).............3
HOME IN (CITY GIVEN IN CS35).......4 ØCS36b
DK......................................8
RF.....................................9

ASSIGN (WITH 2ND R SKIPPED PAST SOME VARIABLES):

MAIN RESIDENCE ADDRESS
2ND RESIDENCE ADDRESS
R MOVED MAIN RESIDENCE
   YES, MOVED..........................1
   NO, DID NOT MOVE....................5

IF HAVE 2ND RESIDENCE

BRANCHPOINT: IF SECOND R, GO TO ROSTERS END TIMESTAMP AFTER CS49.

TIMESTAMP
**CS39.** Now some questions about children

If R not in nursing home and two residences:
and whether any are living with you in (main residence city).

Else R not in nursing home:
and whether any are living with you.

If in nursing home:
IWER: When R lives in nursing home change all resident codes in child grid to nonresident or died.

**CS40.** Verify and update information on children & their spouses.

Prompts questions for new children are on yellow sheet

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REL TO R</th>
<th>SEX</th>
<th>FIRST NAME</th>
<th>LAST NAME</th>
<th>R HH</th>
<th>MARITL STATUS</th>
<th>SPOUSE NAME</th>
<th>SP R HH</th>
<th>SP CHANGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>(4)</td>
<td>(5)</td>
<td>(6)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Codes for above variables:

(1) REL TO R
1. Child
2. Step/partner child
3. Grandkid
4. Professional
5. Child-in-law
6. Sibling
7. Sibling of spouse
8. Parent
9. Other relative
10. Other

Do you (or your) (husband/wife/partner) have any (other) children, step-children, or sons- or daughters-in-law?

Use down arrow to check for more persons on the grid.
When you are finished, press F10 to continue

INAP.................................0
CONTINUE.............................1

CS43 timestamp
CS43. I also need to update information about (other) people

IF R NOT IN NURSING HOME AND TWO RESIDENCES:
living with you in your home in (MAIN RESIDENCE CITY).

ELSE R IN NURSING HOME:
who lived with you back in PREVIOUS-WAVE INTERVIEW DATE.

ELSE:
living with you in your home.

IWER: WHEN R LIVES IN NURSING HOME CHANGE ALL RESIDENT
CODES IN GRID TO NONRESIDENT OR DIED.

CS44. VERIFY AND UPDATE INFORMATION ON NON-CHILDREN RESIDENTS:
PROMPT QUESTIONS FOR NEW RESIDENTS ARE ON YELLOW SHEET

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REL TO R</th>
<th>SEX</th>
<th>FIRST NAME</th>
<th>LAST NAME</th>
<th>R HH</th>
<th>MARITL STATUS</th>
<th>SPOUSE NAME</th>
<th>SP R HH</th>
<th>SP CHANGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>(4)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CODES FOR ABOVE VARIABLES:

(1) REL TO R
1. CHILD
2. STEP/PARTNER CHILD
3. GRANDKID
5. PROFESSIONAL
6. CHILD-IN-LAW
8. SIBLING
9. SIBLING OF SPOUSE
10. PARENT OR
11. OTHER RELATIVE
12. OTHER

(2) SEX
1. MALE
2. FEMALE

(3) R HH
0. INAP
1. RESIDENT
2. AWAY/INST
3. AWAY/OTHER
4. DIED
5. NONRESIDENT

(4) MAR STAT
0. INAP
1. MARRIED
3. LIVING (WITH)
4. DIV/SEP
5. WIDOWED
6. NEVER MARRIED

(5) SP R HH
0. INAP
1. RESIDENT
2. AWAY/INST
3. AWAY/OTHER
4. DIED
5. NONRESIDENT

(6) SP CHANGE
0. INAP
2. YES
5. NO

IF R NOT IN NURSING HOME AND TWO RESIDENCES:
Is there anyone else living in your home in (MAIN RESIDENCE CITY)?

ELSE R NOT IN NURSING HOME:
Is there anyone else living in your home?

USE DOWN ARROW TO CHECK FOR MORE PERSONS ON THE GRID.
WHEN YOU ARE FINISHED, PRESS F10 TO CONTINUE

INAP.................................0
CONTINUE.............................1
CS44a. IWER: PRESS 1 TO CONFIRM HH GRIDS ARE FINISHED.
YOU WILL NOT BE ABLE TO AMEND THEM AFTER THIS POINT.

INAP........................................0
CHILD/NON-CHILDREN GRIDS
COMPLETED.................................1
CHILD/NON-CHILDREN GRIDS NOT
COMPLETED..................................5 ØCS40

ROSTERS.

IWER:

THE ROSTERS HAVE BEEN RECORDED, YOU CANNOT GO BACK TO THEM.
PRESS ENTER TO CONTINUE.

CS47. DID ANYTHING UNUSUAL HAPPEN IN THE CHILD/NON-CHILDREN GRIDS?

IF SO, ENTER "YES" HERE AND PUT DETAILS IN THUMBNAIL SCREENS.

YES........................................1
NO..........................................5

ASSIGN: IF ANYONE IN CS40 OR CS44 MOVED IN OR OUT OF R'S HOUSEHOLD OR DIED

BRANCHPOINT:

1. IF NO ONE IN CS40 OR CS44 MOVED IN OR OUT OF R'S HOUSEHOLD OR DIED,
   GO TO CS49.

2. IF THIS IS 2ND R, GO TO CS49.
CS48. In what month and year did

IF GRID PERSON DIED:
[FILL=GRID PERSON'S NAME] die?

ELSE GRID PERSON NON-RESIDENT PREVIOUS WAVE AND RESIDENT NOW:
you and [FILL=GRID PERSON'S NAME] start living in the same
(house or apartment/house/apartment)?

ELSE GRID PERSON RESIDENT PREVIOUS WAVE AND NON-RESIDENT NOW:
you and [FILL=GRID PERSON'S NAME] stop living together?

ELSE:
[FILL=GRID PERSON'S NAME] stop living in your home?

MONTH:

INAP........................................0
JAN........................................1
FEB........................................2
MAR........................................3
APR........................................4
MAY........................................5
JUN........................................6
JUL........................................7
AUG........................................8
SEP........................................9
OCT....................................10
NOV....................................11
DEC....................................12
DK....................................98
RF....................................99

YEAR:

BLANK INAP
1950-1996 YEAR
9998 DK
9999 RF

HH MEMBERS REL TO R/SP

BRANCHPOINT:

1. IF R HAS NO SPOUSE/PARTNER, GO TO ROSTERS END TIMESTAMP.

2. IF NO GRID PERSON NEW AND R HAS NO NEW SPOUSE/PARTNER, GO TO
ROSTERS END TIMESTAMP.
CS49. What is the relationship of (name) to your (current) (husband/wife/partner)?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME OF ANY NEW GRID PERSON/ NAME OF ALL GRID PERSONS IF R HAS NEW SPOUSE/PARTNER</th>
<th>RELATIONSHIP (Q10)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**ROSTERS END TIME STAMP**

**ASSIGN:**

- RESIDENT IDS
- RESIDENT SP IDS
- RES CHILD
- RES SP CHILD
- NON-RES KIDS
- NON-RES SP KIDS
- RESIDENT SP IDS
- # RESIDENTS
- RES CHILD
- # RES CHILD
- NON RES KIDS
- # NR KIDS
- CHILDREN KID
- CHILDREN SP
- ALL CHILDREN
- # CHILDREN
- MOVE IN
- MOVE IN SP
- MOVE OUT
MOVE OUT SP
WHO MOVED IN/OUT
# MOVE IN/OUT
R1 WORD LIST
R1 VOCAB LIST
RANDOM NUMBER SEED
RANDOM MODULE
VOCAB RANDOM
2ND R RAND NUM
R WORD LIST
COMBINED LISTS
ASSIGN LIST

BRANCHPOINT: IF CS1a "SELF" OR "PROXY, SPOUSE IS REPORTER", GO TO LAST SET OF ASSIGNED VARIABLES IN THIS SECTION.

CS2. DESIGNATE THE PROXY REPORTER'S RELATIONSHIP TO R FIRST NAME.

NOT PROXY INTERVIEW.................00
SPOUSE..................................01
DAUGHTER/STEPDAUGHTER...............02
SON/STEPSON..........................03
DAUGHTER-IN-LAW........................04
SON-IN-LAW.............................05
GRANDDAUGHTER..........................06
GRANDSON................................07
SISTER...................................08
BROTHER..................................09
OTHER RELATIVE.........................10
FRIEND....................................11
PAID HELPER.............................12
PROFESSIONAL (SPECIFY)...............13

ASSIGN:

C CHILD
SP CHILD
CHILDREN
DEAD C CHILD
DEAD SP CHILD
DEAD CHILDREN
ALL CHILD LINEP

KIDS.INDEX NEW 3-DIGIT LOOP

HELPERS.INDEX 3-DIGIT LOOP